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Presentation Notes
The QCAA acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the lands across which we meet.We pay respect to the Elders past, present and future and the memories, traditions, cultures and hopes of Aboriginal peoples and Torres Strait Islander peoples across the state.
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Norms

Cooperate 
and 

contribute
Suspend 
judgment

Be 
respectful

Stay in 
scope

Consider 
application

DigitalSolutions@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The chat is a good place for the community of practice to interact, provided that conversation complies with the norms of communication.  As always, you are welcome to call or email the PEO with any school-context specific questions as well.

mailto:DigitalSolutions@qcaa.qld.edu.au


Learn how to use the QCAA 
Digital Solutions subject report 
to inform teaching and 
assessment practice.

Learning goals Success criteria

You will know you are 
successful if you can reflect 
purposefully on the 
information provided in the 
subject report to determine 
how you can improve your 
school’s internal assessment 
in Digital Solutions.



Locating the subject report

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The subject report is located in the Syllabus resources in the QCAA Portal as well as the QCAA public-facing website as shown on screen. Past subject reports are also available for your perusal.



The purpose of the subject report
2021 summative assessment cycle key outcomes:
• Quality assurance: Endorsement and Confirmation
• External assessment results

• Effective practices and practices to strengthen
‒ Internal assessment
 Assessment design (validity, accessibility)
 Assessment decisions (reliability)

‒ External assessment
 Teaching and learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The basic purpose for the subject report is to support schools to reflect on how they might improve the quality of teaching, learning and assessment given the state-wide feedback it contains. The subject report is developed based on the 2021 summative assessment cycle and provides key outcomes from endorsement, confirmation and external assessment. The advice contained in the subject report aims to support school leaders, subject leaders and teachers.  Although, all the information may not be directly applicable to all schools all the time, the reflective opportunity is one that should be acknowledged by all schools. The subject PEO certainly can assist with supporting schools. Today’s webinar is an opportunity for you to reflect on this information. If you have school-specific questions, please contact the subject PEO.



Structure of the webinar

CELEBRATE UNPACK REFLECT STRENGTHEN QUESTIONS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The structure of the subject report webinars has changed:Celebrating successUnpacking the subject reportReflect on practiceHighlighting the practices to strengthenQuestions



Internal assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide shows an overview of internal assessment endorsement data for 2021.A high-quality assessment instrument provides students a fair opportunity to demonstrate all required evidence to the full range of standards. It satisfies all the priorities for quality assessment, including validity and accessibility. With experience, teachers write better tasks and endorsers complete more informed reviews of tasks.The subject report endorsement data is representative of the assessment priorities identified during endorsement where a task does not meet all the validity or accessibility requirements.Looking purely at the numbers — compared with the 2020 data, assessment design has not improved. A closer look at the subject report advice will provide more insight about why this has occurred. Anecdotally, the endorsement team encountered a new recurrent issue each year, which contributes to most non-endorsed instruments, many of which can be avoided if we pay special attention to the advice in the subject report.Good assessment is seldom developed in isolation; consider your assessment design practices. Teachers are encouraged to help each other, and if you can manage it, try to organise and attend meet-ups outside the realm of social media. You can share strategies for overcoming challenges, e.g. network access and a good dataset is a common challenge for Digital Solutions.At various endorsement events, the QCAA came across duplicate tasks, and while we encourage sharing ideas with a community of practice, it is important that your task is different from that of another school’s. Note also that endorsed tasks are owned by the school and if you move to another school, endorsed tasks are not transferrable — unless there is an arrangement in place, for example your new school is the main learning provider for the cohort at your previous school via online or distance learning. Otherwise, please ensure that changes are made to any tasks you design for a new school.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen
• assessable evidence aligned with 

syllabus
• a range of appropriate authentication 

strategies
• clear and concise task instructions
• contexts authentic to student 

experience.

• single, specific technology context
• limit scope and scale of stimulus 

datasets
• use syllabus language
• provide relatable contexts.

IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)
Assessment design: Validity and accessibility
Assessment priorities in assessment instruments featured:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA1 assessment design in 2021.The advice outlined by the subject report provides context for endorsement data. While this session does not focus on assessment design, you are encouraged to reflect on your confirmation data and review your own tasks with the advice in mind. You may identify ways in which task design could be improved.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen
• matching individual elements of 

evaluation 
• matching communication 

characteristics.

• symbolisation of algorithms
• synthesis of relevant information and 

ideas to determine …
• referencing
• sufficient information about variations 

to responses.

IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)
Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency
The match of evidence revealed some effective practices and practices 
that need strengthening:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA1 assessment decisions in 2021.This is summarised from the subject report advice; if you have the subject report handy, you may find it more helpful to read from the report instead.Question for reflectionWhat does effective matching of individual elements mean to you?



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)
Assessment decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The elements highlighted on this slide are impacts, components and low-fidelity prototypes. For IA1 assessment decisions, the advice in the subject report means that teachers across Queensland generally have a shared understanding about the qualities of individual elements of evaluation across performance levels, and the qualities of the characteristics of communication across performance levels. For example, critical evaluation of impacts and discerning decision-making about, and fluent use of, written, visual and/or spoken features to communicate about a solution.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)
Assessment decisions

System inter-relationships and programming features (Unit 3, Topic 2)

System inter-relationships and programming features (Unit 3, Topic 1)

Adept: very/highly skilled or 
proficient at something; expert 

Practices to strengthen
• symbolisation of algorithms
• synthesis of relevant information

and ideas to determine…
• referencing
• sufficient information about 

variations to responses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The advice about practices to strengthen means that teachers generally did not demonstrate a shared or consistent understanding about the qualities of symbolisation of algorithms. Looking to the ISMG descriptor and relevant subject matter, the syllabus elaborates on system inter-relationships and symbolisation in two key areas shown on the screen. Note the link between the language of the ISMG and the subject matter. The subject matter provides further context that informs understanding of the top performance-level qualifiers. Adept symbolisation of algorithms is about well-ordered and unambiguous communication. While the quality of an algorithms is strengthened through pseudocode conventions, adeptly symbolised algorithms should demonstrate:procedural code that processes data for insertion into a database or manipulates or displays retrieved datauser interaction, data validation and data presentation.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)

User interaction

Retrieval

Presentation

Validation

Excerpt 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The excerpt from the subject report demonstrates a well organised, unambiguous algorithm using pseudocode that shows:procedural code that manipulates and/or displays retrieved datauser interactiondata validationdata presentation.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)

(syllabus, section 1.2.5)

Sample response

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It is important to understand that pseudocode conventions as described in the syllabus are intended to provide guidance about how students can communicate the intent of their algorithms in a well-organised and unambiguous way. Keywords and indentation help to communicate logic.These are not rules to follow, but guidelines to inform practice.If in doubt about the quality of an algorithm, consider whether the algorithm is well-organised and unambiguous, and whether it demonstrates the necessary functionality or features as stipulated by the relevant syllabus subject matter.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)

Practices to strengthen
• symbolisation of algorithms
• synthesis of relevant information 

and ideas to determine …
• referencing
• sufficient information about 

variations to responses

Assessment decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Synthesis of relevant information and ideas to determine data elements, user interface and algorithm components may be demonstrated at varying performance levels. It is important to recognise and acknowledge this when matching evidence. Effective implementation of the ISMG, accurately matching the elements of characteristics at the appropriate performance levels will improve a school’s confirmation results. Take the opportunity to revise the best-fit approach to allocate the correct marks. When best-fit and mark allocation is incorrect, this creates an anomaly at confirmation that requires intervention. There are currently two resources available in the Portal that explain and demonstrate the best-fit approach; they are located in the QCAA Portal Syllabuses app — go to the Resources section and look for ‘Digital Solutions ISMG webinar’ and ‘Making judgments webinar’ under the Units 3 and 4 resources.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)

For advice about difficult decisions, email:

DigitalSolutions@qcaa.qld.edu.au

Practices to strengthen
• symbolisation of algorithms
• synthesis of relevant information

and ideas to determine …
• referencing
• sufficient information about 

variations to responses

Assessment decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example, the best-fit performance level is 3–4, and the correct mark is a 3. It is only possible to award the top of a mark range if all the evidence is matched in the best-fit performance level and above. When there is evidence across three performance levels, it is only the lower of the mark range that can be awarded as not all characteristics have been demonstrated at that level or above. Reflect on practice and consider whether your confirmation results were impacted due to incorrect use of best-fit or mark allocation.If you have an authentic example of a match of evidence where best-fit is difficult to determine, please email it to Digital Solutions for advice. 

mailto:Digitalsolutions@qcaa.qld.edu.au


IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)

Practices to strengthen
• symbolisation of algorithms
• synthesis of relevant information 

and ideas to determine …
• referencing
• sufficient information about 

variations to responses

Assessment decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When matching evidence for the Communicating criterion, it is important to note appropriate referencing throughout a student response. Referencing should follow a recognised system, for example APA or Harvard, and where necessary, should include in-text referencing of relevant information and sources. Though the reference list is not included in the presentation time, it should be present to qualify for discerning decision-making about, and fluent use of, referencing.Reflecting on your practice, consider whether your task design provides adequate opportunity for students to demonstrate this characteristic at the top performance level. While your school may have a blanket referencing policy and preferred system, and your task satisfies the requirements for endorsement, if your confirmation results for this criterion were not agreed, you may consider amending the detail you provide in the Scaffolding section or authentication practices.



IA1: Investigation — technical proposal (20%)
Assessment decisions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strengthening practice at the submission stage of confirmation can improve the timeliness of results. This advice is provided specifically for IA1, but it is also relevant to IAs 2 and 3. To ensure equity of results, the evidence confirmers review must match the evidence that was used to make a judgment. If variations or anomalies are not communicated via the appropriate channels and systems, confirmers will not have the information they need to confirm that there are no unintentional errors for a sample response. Please note that there is a new version of the QCE & QCIA policy and procedures handbook available via the Noticeboard app in the QCAA Portal. The latest advice for managing response length requires a continuous section of a response to be used to make judgment, e.g. a continuous 11 minutes of a response as opposed to various sections of a response that equate to a total of 11 minutes.While it is the Principal’s delegate who submits the variation request, the teacher would need to initiate the process by providing the necessary information. If the issue does not qualify for a variation request as is shown here, a clear annotation on either the ISMG or sample response to communicate any potential anomalies will avoid unnecessary flagging and intervention.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen

• a technical proposal attached as a 
PDF, with headings and language 
aligned to syllabus

• accessible user personas.

• reference an external data source
• scope and scale of problem-solving 

required for a particular problem
• technology context aligned with IA1
• repetition of instructions
• use of jargon
• scaffolding.

IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)

Assessment priorities in assessment instruments featured:
Assessment design: Validity and accessibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA2 in assessment design in 2021.Take a moment to review the advice on the screen. If you have the subject report handy, you may find it useful to read directly from the report. As you reflect, you may realise relationships between assessment design and assessment decisions to strengthen practice.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen

• generation of user interfaces and 
programmed components

• individual elements of evaluation. 

• recognition and description of all 
elements (this is not ‘define’)

• contextualisation of response
• use of annotations/code comments
• recognised referencing style including 

in-text.

IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)

The match of evidence revealed some effective practices and practices that need 
strengthening:

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA2 in assessment decisions in 2021.There appears to be a consistent understanding of the characteristics of evaluation between IAs 1 and 2. Matching evidence in Criterion 3 for generating user interface and programmed components also performed well at confirmation, suggesting that teachers overall have a shared understanding of what this evidence looks like.



IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)

Elements: constituent parts of a more 
complex whole

Components: made of two or more elements 
that make up a whole system and perform a 
specific function

Practices to strengthen
• recognition and description of all 

elements (this is not ‘define’)
• contextualisation of response
• use of annotations/code comments
• recognised referencing style 

including in-text

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Criterion 1 revealed some inconsistencies in the matching of evidence for recognition and description of relevant programming elements, user-interface components and useability principles. When students define elements, they are not providing enough evidence that can be matched to the characteristics for this criterion. It is important to acknowledge the difference between describing an element and defining it.The IA2 assessment specifications are shown here referring to recognition and description of programmed and user-interface components, and useability principles. Programming elements and user-interface components are referenced again for the explain cognition. These cognitions are grouped together under the same criterion because they are related and inform a discriminating and discerning response.Recognising and describing programming elements is about the constituent parts of a greater whole. A solution may have more than one programmed component that consists of various programming elements, responsible for the relationship between user experiences and data. Programming elements are best described with annotations or code comments.



IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)

Define: state meaning and identify 
or describe qualities

Describe: give an account of a 
situation, pattern or process, 
characteristics or features of 
something

Relevant: bearing upon or 
connected with the matter at hand

Practices to strengthen
• recognition and description of all 

elements (this is not ‘define’)
• contextualisation of response
• use of annotations/code comments
• recognised referencing style 

including in-text

Excerpt 2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The syllabus glossary definitions for define, describe and relevant are shown. While defining programming elements may describe the qualities of algorithm constructs, describing programming elements would elaborate and provide specific features relevant to the identified problem, e.g. contextualised user input or data validation. The question of relevance is about contextualisation.This excerpt from the subject report demonstrates accurate and discriminating recognition and discerning description of relevant programming elements. The response is contextualised to the identified problem.



IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)
Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Practices to strengthen
• recognition and description of all 

elements (this is not ‘define’)
• contextualisation of response
• use of annotations/code comments
• recognised referencing style

including in-text

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2021, excessive use of written features was a relatively common issue for higher-achieving students. This puts a tremendous amount of pressure on students and teachers alike. It is essential to balance the use of written text and annotations. Train students to think ‘quality’ rather than ‘quantity’; the latter is not necessarily required to demonstrate the former. The iterative nature of the problem-solving process lends itself to a way of working that requires the use of annotations to link ideas, refinements and recommendations. If a response demonstrates excessive use of written features, this may translate to variable decision-making about written and/or visual features and project conventions, depending on the response.This is a snip of the assessable evidence for IA2. Note the consistent reference to annotations for the explain cognition. It should be clear from this that the intention for demonstrating evidence is to do so with a balance of images and diagrams accompanied by annotations, not large bodies of written text.



IA2: Project — digital solution (30%)
Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Practices to strengthen
• recognition and description of all 

elements (this is not ‘define’)
• contextualisation of response
• use of annotations/code comments
• recognised referencing style 

including in-text

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The same advice for referencing applies here. IA2 assessment specifications clearly state the required referencing conventions. If a student has not consistently applied a recognised system of in-text referencing and a reference list, confirmers cannot support a 3 in Criterion 4. When provisional marks for sampled responses indicate a 4 for Communicating, but evidence consistently does not match discerning decision-making about and fluent use of referencing, this results in a cohort pattern. Criterion 4 is the easiest criterion to confirm when the evidence supports the judgment. Take time to reflect on this advice and consider if there are areas in task design or teaching and learning where you can support students to achieve better outcomes in Criterion 4.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen

• API, JSON or XML dataset

• task description aligned to Unit 4
• page count scaffolding

• spelling, grammar and technical 
language.

• technical proposal as stimulus

• accessible link to sample data
• contradictory scaffolding

• list hierarchy.

IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Assessment priorities in assessment instruments featured:

Assessment design: Validity and accessibility

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA3 in assessment design in 2021.As with IAs 1 and 2, take time to revise your endorsed tasks against the subject report advice, reflecting on ways that you could improve practice.



Effective practices Practices to strengthen

• description of data security 
processes and strategies

• generated components of the data 
exchange solution.

• contextualisation of response
• adept symbolisation is about 

communicating subject matter
• prescribed and self-determined criteria
• internal vs external data
• sharing/displaying data.

IA3: Project — folio (25%)

The match of evidence revealed some effective practices and practices that need 
strengthening:

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide summarises effective practices and practices to strengthen for IA3 in assessment decisions in 2021.Confirmation data for IA3, 2021 shows that teachers generally have a shared understanding of evidence for description of data security processes and strategies — this is largely due to a finite amount of relevant subject matter. Teachers across Queensland also tend to agree on the standards for generated components of the data exchange solution.Looking to the practices to strengthen, we can see some follow-through on issues identified for IAs 1 and 2. IA1 identified practices to strengthen for the adept symbolisation of algorithms and IA2 identified practices to strengthen for contextualisation of responses. Advice for IA3 also notes that for symbolisation, the proficiency of a diagram or sketch is not necessarily concerned with aesthetics; proficiency looks for how well the response represents information and ideas. A neat or beautiful diagram does not automatically equate to adept symbolisation of information or ideas.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Criteria: characteristics by which something is evaluated or 
appraised. The teacher or client (prescribed) or students (self-
determined) develop criteria, e.g. specific needs, identified 
purpose, impacts quality or effectiveness of solution.

Practices to strengthen
• contextualisation of response
• adept symbolisation is about 

communicating subject matter
• prescribed and self-determined 

criteria
• internal vs external data
• sharing/displaying data

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First, it is important to clarify any misconceptions about prescribed and self-determined criteria. The current syllabus glossary definition for criteria is shown. Personal, social and economic impacts are not criteria, but are often mistaken as such. We evaluate the impacts of the developed or generate components of a solution against criteria to make refinements and recommendations. The personal, social and economic impact of a solution will affect quality and effectiveness — but without criteria, you have nothing to measure quality or effectiveness against.The same principle applies for IAs 1 and 2.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Self-
determined 

criteria

Measures of 
quality

Measures of 
effectiveness

Desired 
impacts

Practices to strengthen
• contextualisation of response
• adept symbolisation is about 

communicating subject matter
• prescribed and self-determined 

criteria
• internal vs external data
• sharing/displaying data

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Students tend to demonstrate evaluation in tabular form, but often evaluate impacts separately, seldom making an explicit link between impacts and prescribed and self-determined criteria. Encourage students to consider desired impacts when determining additional criteria for success. If students set out to develop a solution with positive personal, social and economic impacts, they may have more opportunity to demonstrate evaluation of impacts against criteria.The subject report advice states that self-determined criteria relies on the determined data exchange system requirements not stipulated by the task or assessable evidence, supported by relevant syllabus subject matter.Upon reflection, consider how task design could provide better opportunities for students to determine additional criteria and demonstrate evaluation of impacts against criteria.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Does your task provide opportunity for students to demonstrate JSON 
or XML formatted data?

Practices to strengthen
• contextualisation of response
• adept symbolisation is about 

communicating subject matter
• prescribed and self-determined 

criteria
• internal vs external data
• sharing/displaying data

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Internal and external data look different between some technology contexts; however, the definition provided by the support resource Using data flow diagrams provides clear delineation.The most common questions relate to the Intelligent systems technology context, with questions about whether sensor data are internal or external data. It is important to note how sensor data are stored and accessed to determine whether the data are internal or external. While some sensors are physically separate from a receiver or processing unit, if the data is locally stored and can be accessed directly without the need for setting up a data exchange, it is most likely internal data. There are also sensors with their own network connectivity that can send data to an external database — often a cloud server — which of course qualifies as external data.User input may start off as internal if it is stored in memory, but if it is stored in an external database, it becomes external data as a data data exchange request is necessary to retrieve it.Consider the following question: Does your task provide opportunity for students to demonstrate JSON or XML formatted data? Unit 4 subject matter describes using data structures including JSON or XML to exchange data; therefore, an IA3 data exchange solution should include JSON or XML formats. There are various ways to achieve this; some past responses have imported data from a CSV file to create an SQL database that is then capable of serving REST requests in JSON or XML. Others have transformed data from an SQL database or CSV file and published it in JSON or XML format. It is preferable that IA3 data exchange solutions use JSON or XML formatted data, but it is not the only way to interpret the syllabus requirements. The simplest option, if data sources allow, is to use external data in JSON or XML format, then transform the data into a suitable format for displaying or sharing. While the assessment specifications do not explicitly state which data structures or formats to use, the subject matter informs teaching, learning and assessment. If the question were reversed, e.g. ‘What kind of data structures should students demonstrate?’, we would refer to the relevant subject matter. The same principal applies for external assessment preparation — only the stipulated subject matter can be assessed.Teachers are highly encouraged to share their experiences of data exchange solutions that provide adequate opportunity for students to demonstrate JSON or XML data structures, and to address issues with internal and external data for their chosen technology context. Someone in your community of practice likely has a solution to a problem you have encountered.



IA3: Project — folio (25%)

Useability principles:
principles used to improve 
the user experience

Assessment decisions: Accuracy and consistency
Practices to strengthen
• contextualisation of response
• adept symbolisation is about 

communicating subject matter
• prescribed and self-determined 

criteria
• internal vs external data
• sharing/displaying data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IA3 specifications do not stipulate generation of a user interface, but in order to demonstrate transformation of data into another format for displaying/sharing, some styling or generation of UI elements may be necessary — like a HTML table or a list. This is further supported by the IA3 assessable evidence shown from Part 2.Useability is judged by the useability principles, which are about the quality of the user experience of a system. Critical evaluation of useability principles like safety and learnability would require user testing. Observing or recording user interactions to identify errors provides students the opportunity to make refinements and recommendations to address safety and/or learnability issues. Students may determine criteria as measures of quality and effectiveness based on the need to share and/or display data with other systems or users, which may require generating essential or basic user-interface elements or components that are easily understood, but also for generating a solution that demonstrates utility.Using frameworks or templates is an authentic and acceptable way for students to generate essential UI elements to address useability, as long as there is opportunity to demonstrate all necessary evidence to the full range of standards. Using a framework or template still allows students to demonstrate evaluation of functionality, useability and efficiency to make refinements and justified recommendations.Purposeful generation of efficient components of the data exchange solution would address all desired functionality as prescribed by the task.



Reflection

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reflect on the information covered and consider the relationship between assessment design and assessment decisions. Other questions for reflection include:Are their nuances to your assessment tasks that can provide better opportunities for students to demonstrate evidence? In matching evidence, are you discriminating between elements and the qualities at which they are demonstrated?Are you making judgments based on best-fit and awarding marks accurately?Does your marking recognise the relationship between criteria, e.g. determination of criteria impacts evaluation against criteria?Are you awarding top marks for Criterion 4 when there is limited evidence of referencing?Are your confirmation submissions complete in the case of missing evidence or response length issues?
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